Time to Learn:

- Play with a partner. Each player places three targets known as battleships in front of them.
- Players take turns to throw an object towards their opponent’s battleships.
- Each time a battleship is hit, it is removed.
- Players are not allowed to stop the object from hitting a battleship.
- The winner is the first player to hit all of their partner’s battleships.

Play on your own!
How many attempts does it take you to hit all three targets?

Play for three minutes!
The player with the most battleships at the end of the game is the winner.

Have a competition!
Create a league table and play against different family members.

Top Tips

Throwing Underarm
- Step forwards with one foot, releasing the ball from low to high using your opposite hand.

Let’s Reflect

What did you learn after each throw to adapt for the next?
How did you keep focused?